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The Impact of " External Events" on Radiological
;

Emergency Response Planning Considerations'

4

i

1.0 External Events and the NRC's Emergency Response Requirements
a .

3 Current Commission offsite radiological response requirements are based

j on the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident experience and radiological risk- '

j estimates derived from the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) risk estimates.
Two NRC reports (Refs.1 and 2) detail the use of the WASH-1400 risk estimates
in the derivation of the Commission's radiological emergency response

i requirements.
1
I

l The use - of WASH-1400 risk estimates in the Commission's concept of
3 offsite radiological emergency response is significant because WASH-1400

concluded generally that so-call ed " external events" did not have a
)

significant' impact on risk. The Ad Hoc Risk Assessment Review Group (" Lewis'

Conmiittee") expressed doubt about the WASH-1400 assessment of seismic risk
(Ref. 3), but- this did not seem to affect the Commission's use of the

WASH-1400 results as a partial basis for its offsite radiological emergency,

j response requirements.

:

More recent probabilistic risk analyses (e.g., Refs. 4, 5, and 6) 'have
indicated that earthquakes and other " external events" can cause severe
reactor accidents at estimated frequencies which are competitive with j,

internally-initiated accident sequence probabilities. While risk estimates
,

for externally-initiated sequences are subject to considerable uncertainties<

a

(much greater than the uncertainties associated with estimates for

3 internally-initiated sequences), the recent Zion, Indian Point, and Limerick

N PRAs indicated that external events are significant in terms of public risk.
l
q
j These results argue for a reexamination of offsite radiological
"

emergency response measures to ascertain whether they are adequate to respond
_

to accidents initiated by extreme natural phenomena which also have the

'
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capability to disrupt emergency response. For the following discussion,'

|

" external events" are limited to earthquakes, hurricanes, and tornadoes.

These external hazards ( particul arly earthquakes and hurricanes) are

" area-wide" in impact, in contrast with other external hazards (such as,

aircraft crash and transportation accider.ts involving toxic or explosive;

materials) which are more localized in impact.
s

t

i. 2.0 Impacts of " External Events" on Offsite Emergency Response *'

I i
j

#2.1 Loss of Prompt Notification Capability'

>

| All the external events of concern here have the capability to cause an
extended disruption of AC electrical power in the area near a nuclear power

j plant site. As a result, offsite emergency response officials will be unable
j to activate siren-based " prompt notification" systems. I am unaware of any
l siren alerting system now installed around a U.S. commercial nuclear power
1

j plant which has any significant capabilities for operating without AC

| electrical- power from the local grid. The only exceptions might be individual
'

sirens previously installed at fire stations or for civil defense purposes
which may have a backup power source. Sirens with backup electrical power

{ would be expected to be-few in number. .

!
i In addition, the capability of the sirens to survive seismic events and
I
,

operate on command is not established. Nor is the structural capability of

3 the poles on which the sirens are placed well known (nor is this capability
likely to be very great) for seismic and high wind events. Thus, in addition

to losing e'ectrical power, the " external events" could damage the siren'

systems. Indeed, it would seem unlikely that the nuclear power plant would be
damaged withcut also damaging the siren alerting system.

{:
Without specific information to the contrary, it is not reasonable to

I rely upon the operability of offsite siren alerting systems following an
'i extreme natural event such as an earthquake, a hurricane, or a tornado. The

; impact of this for increasing accident consequences might be somewhat
{ alleviated in the case of a hurricane where significant advance warning might

~

|1 cause a recommendation for a precautionary evacuation (without regard to the
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potential for a reactor accident) of areas near a body of water (where nuclear
plants are typically sited). Such an evacuation might, however, ju_st as
easily put more people in the ultimate path of the plume than would. otherwise

i have been there, depending upon the locations of shelters and other evacuation
; destinations.

;!

.

2.2 Impacts on Evacuation as a Protective Measure
.

Evacuation is one of a range of offsite protective measures which might
j be recomended in the event of a severe accident. The effectiveness of'

'

evacuation as a protective measure depends on several factors, including

j principally warning time (the amount of time between discovery by plant

operators of an impending release and the time of the release), delay time4

jj (the amount of time between . an evacuation recommendation by offsite
authorities and the beginning of evacuation movement), and evacuation speed.
These matters are addressed to some extent in parametric fashion in NRC
studies (Refs. 7, 8, and 9).

: '

!f " External events" as accident initiators can have significant impacts on |
the effectiveness of evacuation as a protective measure depending upon the !

j severity of the event and the type of accident initiated by the event. First,

ij if the operators are injured during the event or if confusion delays

recognition of an accident sequence or its severity, the warning time could be
significantly shortened. This would be most critical for accidents involving

f an early failure of the containment. *

1

a

Second, given that the siren system will probably fail as a result of
the initiating event, the delay time could be quite lengthy. Earlier

J notification of the need to evacuate could occur for those households with
d battery-powered radios. The telephone system could be inoperable thus

eliminating this possibility. Word-of-mouth notification by neighbors might
alert some additional persons. So-called " route alerting" might be seriously,.

] limited, however, in the event of seismic damage to roads, flooding caused by
l hurricanes and storms associated with tornadoes, or blockage of roadways by
a
h debris caused by any of these events. Evacuation speed.s and the number of
I! routes available for evacuation could be limited by similar problems.
1
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Such delays will thus decrease the time available to implement an4

e'acuation. Delays will also increase the consequences of accidents. Tov

i illustrate this point, the Sandia siting study (Ref. 8) displayed accident
consequence results for a large atmospheric release of radioactivity using the

i Indian Point site population. Varying the delay time from one to five hours
caused an increase by a factor of about eight in the mean number of early.

I fatalities for a ten-mile evacuation at a nominal speed of ten milis per hour * '
,

,
(Ref. 8, - Table 2.5-6) . The possibility that evacuation delays could be

'

M minimized or averted for externally-initiated reactor accidents by advance '
,

l contingency planning deserves to be investigated.

2.3 Impacts on Sheltering as a Protective Measure
i

4 i
'

j Shel tering is frequently cited as an easily implemented offsite
!j protective measure for reactor accidents. This is true due to the ready

availability of a large number of structures which would be adequate for
i temporary sheltering during passage of the radioactive plume released during

: I an accident. The availability of adequate sheltering might be seriously
j constrained, however, in the event of an externally-initiated reactor accident.
il _ _. . .

,j For example, an earthquake sufficient to damage a nuclear power plant
:2 might reasonably be expected to cause structural damage to homes and other
!' buildings whict would otherwise serve as potential radiological shelters.
; Even if the buildings experience only minor structural damage and retain their

overall structural integrity, such minor damage as broken windows and l.

structural cracks would nearly eliminate the sheltering capabilities of these"

,

;: structures by enhancing the infiltration of radioactive aerosols. Inhalation |

7 doses might be substantially avoided by -the implementation of ad hoc
d respiratory protective measures (Ref.10), but prior public education on this

fann of emergency response would be necessary. This measure would not provide
B protection against whole-body exposures.

:

i]l In addition, for seismically-initiated reactor accidents, the
<

', possibility of aftershocks could make the affected population reluctant to use
I shelter structures which survived the initial quake. Indeed, shelters which l

_

I
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[ survived the initial earthquake might be quice risky since aftershocks could
cause subsequent damage which could fail the structures. The result,of a
substantial earthquake could be a significant reduction or loss rf sheltering

; as an offsite response measure.

gj For tornadoes and hurricanes, sheltering might also be limited by

U structural damage caused by high winds, flying debris, and flooding. Thus,
*

; j sheltering could be significantly restricted or largely unavailable as an
,

y offsite response measure for externally-initiated reactor accidents.

) :

2.4 Impacts on Emergency Response Personnel and Facilities

The impacts of " external events" on offsite emergency response personnel
j could be considerable. The ability of such personnel to travel to their

!I assigned emergency stations from their location just prior to the event could
J be limf ted as described above. Furthemore, such pc-sonnel could be killed or
j sever'ely injured as a result of the initiating event.
1;
i.

Emergency response facilities and emergency response equipment could be*

|; damaged in the initiating event. In addition to these probl ems ,

communications._would be hampered. Nomal telephone service could easily be,,

j ; lost, and radio communications limited, if radio transmission towers are

] felled during the initiating event. The ability of offsite response workers
cj to connunicate with one another, with plant personnel, and with state or ;

3 federal agencies such as NRC and FEMA could be quite restricted. -

|

3 A final consideration here is the availability of medical treatment.

] Medical personnel could be occupied just treating the injuries arising from
i

the initiating event itsel f, without considering the additional need for
J somewhat specialized medical services to treat individuals contaminated by or
i
j exposed to radioactive materials.
4

The significance of the latter problem lies in the modeling of accident
consequences. The NRC's CRAC2 code (Ref.11), for example, calculates the

{{
I

~

number of early fatalities based on the assumption that " supportive treatment"
,

;

will be available for all persons requiring such treatment (this assumption
4
'
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' has recently been questioned; see Ref.12). This assumption permits the code

to assign a dose of 510 rads whole-body exposure as the dose which will_ kill
h'lf the people exposed to it within 60 days (the so-called LD-50/60 dose).a

; If supportive treatment cannot be provided, the LD-50/60 dose drops to 340
$ rads whole-body exposure. As a resul t, significantly larger numbers of

persons would be calculated to have been exposed to potentially fatal doses.
I

l
] 3.0 Conclusion *

,

!
;

j There is no apparent basis for the NRC to continue to ignore the effects- '

j of externally-initiated reactor accidents on radiological emergency response.
Based on risk analyses which account for such accidents, it is apparent that-

externally-initiated accidents may be the most likely type of reactor accident
- for some nuclear plants. For other plants, the likelihood of

j externally-initiated accidents is at least competitive with the likelihood of
1 internally-initiated accidents. Explicit consideration of the impacts of

j externally-initiated accidents on offsite emergency response is therefore
necessary.

j - -
,,

The planning process for incorporating externally-initiated accidents
into the scope -of offsite emergency planning need ' not involve a large

l expenditure of resources, nor would the plans need to be extremely detailed.
! It may be feasible to address externally-initiated accidents and their impact

on offsite emergency response as a contingency within the framework of the

J existing emergency plans.
|

-

!-

Despite the level of planning already undertaken for i

4 internally-initiated reactor accidents,~ existing radiological emergency . plans
; do not address this issue. The need to undertake additional contingency
g planning to account for externally-initiated reactor accidents probably could
j not be determined generically. Site-specific analysis of the need for such
Il planning and the specific external hazards to be considered in the plans
y appears to be necessary. It would require little effort by the NRC to amend
;j current emergency response guidance to reflect the need .to consider reactor

accidents initiated by external hazards and to make basic preparations for the
i' contingencies created by such events.

_

:
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j MEMORANDUM FOR: J. C. Mark, Chairman
Advisory Comittre on Reactor Safeguards ~

,

; i FROM: William J. Dircks . .

j ' Executive Director for Operations
. -

, SUBJECT: EMERGENCY PLANNING AT NUCLEAR FACILITIES'
DURING AND FOLLOWING NATURAL EVENTS

Your memorandum of March 16, 1981 recomended that the NRC staff give further4

consideration to the development of emergency plans and the operability of
*

equipment needed to deal with nuclear emergencies which result from natural
disturbances such as earthquakes. You also advised that FEMA be requested
to review the capabilities of local emergency and disaster organizations to

U cope with multiple emergencies as might result from a major earthquake followed
g closely by an accident at a nuclear power plant.

"
.

! In a memorandum dated November 3,1980, Brian Grimes, NRC, had requested
! John McConnell, FEMA, to review the State and local planning efforts for the

areas around California nuclear power plant sites with respect to earthquakes,

and around the Trojan site with respect to volcanic phenomena and how these
h can best be addressed in the planning process. FEMA has directed the appropriate
{ '

offsite preparedness.
FEMA regional offices to take such factors into account in their review of

,

O
; In letters from Robert Tedesco, NRC, to licensees and applicants for nuclear-

j powe'r plants in California, the licensees and applicants were requested to
O revise emergency plans to include description of potential complicating factors
d which might be caused by earthquakes which either initiate or follow the
d initiation of accidents, and the provisions and procedures for coping with
!i such events. TM California licensees have informed the NRC staff that
j] results of the1e studies should be completed by June 1981, and will be

incorporated into their site emergency plans, and will also be offered to
n State and local authorities for inclusion into State and local emergency
b plans. We would expect that Calffornia licensees will need to show that
d connunications to offsite authorities are available after moderate earthquakes
M and that means to augment station staff, assuming roads are disrupted, are
4 available. In such cases an alert condition within the plant because of

~

effects on non-safety equipment might be warranted. An arrangement for
feedback of offsite conditions to the plant therefore would be appropriate
.to assist the licensee in making optimum protective action recomendations.
N-

i
'

~

;
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J. C. Mark -2-

>
_

With respect to plants other than those discussed above, we have considered
the impact of natural events such as earthquakes in regard to emergency
preparedness associated with nuclear power plants. The current criteria
for evaluation of emergency preparedness were developed to cover a wide range,

of events. Specifically, evacuation time estimates are required to consider
adverse conditions which might reasonably be expected to occur during the

' plant lifetime. We have concluded that additional requirements such as the ..
design of additional facilities, structures, and systems to specifically
withstand earthquakes are not necessary. In particular, no special seismic.,

q design of public notification systems, environmental monitoring capability or ..
1 comunications equipment is contemplated. A seismic event coincident with

.; a significant accident at the plant is of very low likelihood. In addition,
moderate seismic events would likely create a scenario in which events slowly,

,' develop prior to the occurrence of a radioactive release. Sufficient time
' ' would be available for existing backup or alternate means of notification and

j monitoring to be effective. Except in California, these earthquakes are not
;{ significant enough in magnitude and frequency to warrant special considerations

in the review of emergency preparedness.

We agree with the Comittee's coment with regard to exercises and will
; consider the occasional use of earthquake-induced failures of non-safety .

equipment as an initiating event for an exercise. Subsequent failures of
,

safety equipment would need to be postulated to provide a significant releas'e
scenario.a

n

d (Signed)Wisiamj.LirQ

!t
jj William J. Dircks
]
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Mr. William Dircks ,
,

,

: Executive Director for Operations fs
j U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission p A"91

{
Washington, D.C. 20555 ,

Dear Mr. Dircks:*

On December 9,1980, in accordance with the proposed Federal Emergency Management -
Agency (FEMA) Rule, 44 CFR 350, the State of Oregon submitted its Plan and'

associated local plans related to the Trojan commercial nuclear power station
to the Regional Director of FEMA Region X for review and approval. The State of
Washington submitted like plans on March 29, 1981, and Cowlitz County in December
1980. The Regional Director forwarded an evaluation, dated January 19,1982, to*

this Headquarters in accordance with Section 350.11 of the proposed rule. His
submission included a critique of the joint exercises conducted on March 4,1981,
and November 17 and 19,1981, and a review by the Regional staff and Regional
Assistance Committee of the offsite plans in support of the Trojan'. nuclear power

;

plant. Included in the findings was an evaluation of the potential effects upon-

response capabilities with respect to volcanic activity such as ashfall, mudflow,
floods, landslides, earthquakes, and future eruptions. Enclosed is that part of

; , the Region X evaluation.

Some observed minor deficiencies which need the following improvements are:
an increased capability to coordinate public news releaces during an emergency;-

prompt activation of Emergency Operation Centers upon declaration of an Alert,
Site Area or General Emergency; reentry after an evacuation should be recognized
as a major event and thus receive more attention from State and local managers;,

and radiological monitoring teams need to conduct frequent and periodic drills*

to maintain proficiency, especially where team participants are not normally
~

,

field monitors on a daily or weekly basis.'
.

11ork and progress are continuing on plan improvement. The plan or capability
1 weakness should be reevaluated during the next joint exercise. The current
| status of previously scheduled corrective actions along with the status of
I recommendations resulting from a health physics drill are being ascertained.

| Based on an overall evaluation, the States' of Oregon and Washington and Cowlitz
County's plans and preparedness for the Trojan facility are adequate to providet

reasonable assurance that appropriat e offsite protective measures can and willi
be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

.

Sincerely, |

h) '
/

. t| N
I

-t

"
~

Lee M. Thomas,

,', Li Associate Director-

'' f ' g
. |- State and Local Programs and Support,

L- r.'.i
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TROJAN FACILITT-
,

NATURAL HAZARDS

ji
--

.

Soecial Circumstanc6s.

a. Geograohical
;

g (1) Situation The Trojan plant site is located in the Oregon Coast Range.
/ The Coast Range is bordered on the north by the Olympic Range and on ,

the south by the Klamath Mountains.
l
y The Coast Range section is approximately 250 miles long (running along. _.

j; N-S axis) and averages 50 miles wide. In the vicinity of the site,
altitudes are generally below 2,000 feet. The area is drained by the:

!j Columbia River and by numerous small tributaries. West of the site,
;; there is an abrupt rise in elevation to approximately 1,500 feet along
i: a north-south axis. Several streams have their headwaters along this
y divide, and they flow easterly or northeasterly to the Columbia River.
;| Stream gradients are high until they reach the flood plain of the Columbia

River. Valley profiles are V-shaped.

The Cascade Range east of the facility is marked by a chain of volcanic
cones. The closet cone is Mount St. Helens, approximately 36 miles from
the site. It is an active volcano exhibiting a variety of volcanic,.

il hazards. Over the last two years the nature of the volcanic activity
-

. spans the range from earthquakes and ash emission to several major
explosive eruptions (May 18, 25, and June 12, 1980) and series ofi

non-explosive eruptions. -

--

The climate around Trojan is typical of the Pacific Northwest Coast and
is characterized by wet winters and dry summers with mild temperatures
all year long. There is a low probability of snowfall (greater than

i one inch is less than one percent) or heavy fog (visibility less than
, one-quarter mile is less than two percent).

d -
,

(2) Evaluation - The Region has been requested to consider, in its evaluation,
the degree of planning for and potential effects upon response capabilities
with respect to volcanic phenomena (ashfall, mudflows, floods, and landslides) .
The Region approached this evaluation along three separate routes..

|- (c) Shcrt-Ter= H:2=rd: - The Region hir=d Thomas Dunn and Luna 8. Leopold
I (both hydrologists) to conduct a study of the flood and sedimentation

hazards in the Toutle and Cowlitz Rivers. The report was published in
,. January 1981. It reviewed the potential for: 1) Catastrophic breaching
ij of Coldwater and Castle Creek Lakes, 2) mudflows and floods generated by

]1
pyroclastic flows, 3) rain and snowmelt floods, and 4) sediment transport,

7
deposit, and channel changes *

.

{{ --

i

.
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This study was made availaole to Portland General Electric which utilized,

- portions of it in revising their evacuation analysis report and the various
! procedures for evacuation.
! The U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, performed emergency work to mitigate

the potential for catastrophic breaching of Coldwater and Castle Creek
t.akes. The Corps performed several other projects to enhance the dike
system of the Cowlitz and improve the ability of the hydrologic system *
to hold snow and rain floods. Revisions were made to flood plain maps
and detailed flood evacuation plans / procedures were developed for Cowlitz

.! County. Other work was performed to enable the river system to more ~ ',

!

]
effectively handle the sediment transport and potential for channel

j changes.

(b) Risk Assessment
n
t' (1) Automotive - The Region rinceived opinions from the U.S. Department of

,

'|
Transportation, Research and Special Programs Administration; Ford-

Motor Company, Car Service Engineering Department; General Motors,
.) Service Section; and the U.S. Army, Tank Automotive Command. The

;, general concensus was that a normal vehicle. could be driven at least
'' 50 miles before failure under volcanic ash fallout conditions of
il amounts up to one inch in depth. Amounts of ash in the range of

two to four inches could be expected to cause catastrophic failure'

of passenger vehicles within ten to twenty miles of road travel
under these conditions.I i

u
4' This information was made available to the utility for use in

their revision of the evacuation analysis report.jj
N
|{ ("2 ) Volcanic eruption and related hazards - The Region received cpinions

from the U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia, and the U.S.
ji

.i Geological Survey, Cascade Volcano Observatory. Major conclusions
'

are hereby summarized. ,

The percent of ashfall which might affect the plume EPZ is twoc

percent to five percent. Also, the plume EPZ could be affected
N by ashfall from eruptions on Mt. Hood, which is considered dormant

at this time. Percent of ashfall is based upon the direction of
prevailing winds and -ash production by the volcano'

H -

H Mudflows and floods could eliminata the I-5 bridge ceress the-
Toutle River and several other minor roads. PGE's revised
evacuation analysis and' the county's flood plan recognize the

:! possibility of this bridge and other roads being eliminated.
il

The current level of risk as assessed for Mount St. Helens is much
,

4 lower than it was in 1980. Risk effects of those hazards on man
are even lower because the USGS prediction capability is improving.

O The mountain is considered to be in a period of episodic dome growth.
~

.

'y|

--,
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j This non-explosive dome growth could be marked by small ashfalls, and
| relatively small pyroclastic flows. It is important to realize that

.there is vertually no chance of another equivalent eruption like that4

of May 18,1980, occurring'within the next few years because of the now
.

none existent earth mass that was the mountain top prior to that date.
Since the last explosive eruption (October 1980) all volcanic related
potentially lethal effects have been confined to the crater and immediate' *.

u vicinity. Since October 1980 the USGS has been able to predict all
dome-building eruptions two to four weeks in advance of their occurrence.'

j If another explosive eruption were to occur, the USGS believes that monitoring -

.
would detect the buildup in time to make a variety of preparations. It

is important to note that dome growth can be a long drawn out . phenomenon.
) Activity associated with the Goat Rocks dome at St. Helens probably will
I continue for more than7 decade in the mid-1980's.

'!
(3) Non-volcanic hazards - The Region raceived an opinion from the Department--- --

of the Army, U.S. Corps of Engineers, U.S. Department of Interior, Geological'

Survey, Water Resources Division; and the U.S. Weather Service. The consensus
is that floods and risk of serious floods are much higher as a r.esult of the4

j May 18,1980, eruption. Despite the concluded mitigation efforts, the potential
will remain very high through the next decade. The evacuation anaylsis report,
prepared by Portland General Electric, was adopted by Lowlitz County. The

j, evacuation procedures for Cowlitz County, and the related flood plain, clearly
f recognize thesa risks and have considered the implication of the potential
( damange/ destruction to northern egress routes.

.

(c) Long-Term Mitigation / Warning
?

The Region has been active on two fronts in regard to the evolving problems
associated with Mount St. Helens.

(1) The Region chairs an interagency committee under the auspices of the
*

.

Federal Coordinating Officer for the Mount St. Helens disaster. This

j committee consists of FEMA; USGS, Cascade Volcano Observatory and Water
Resources Division; U.S. Weather Service (Regional, Service and Soil

i Conservation Service) and; U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers. This committee
L meets several times a year to insure coordination with respect to data

collection, risk assessment, mitigatio'n measures and warning ~ procedures.

; (2) The Region chairs the nonstructural Hazard Mitigation Task Force, as
specified under Section 406 of the Public Law 93-288. This committee"

consists of FEMA; USDA; U.S. Army; U.S. Weather Service; OHUD; USGC;
Cascade Volcano Observatory and Water Resources Division; 00C; 00T;,

1 Small Business Administration; State of Washington; and Cowlitz' County,
J Washington. The task force prepared an interagency flood hazard

mitigation report (11/13/81).- The report was aimed at mitigating3 .

] __

-

!

!
,
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future public and private damages from potential flooding along the Toutle
and Cowlitz Rivers. Funding of many of the recommendations will be dependent
upon National action and will be one of the decision items of the National'

Hazard Mitigation Task Force.
t

j Socio-Economic Factors.
'*

..

The Trojan Nuclear Power Plant is located in the northwestern section of the ,

State of pregon on the Columbia River which is the border between the State
-e ', of Oregon and Washington. In Columbia Ccunty the economy is geared to the
: timber industry. Its population is approximately 35,000 with 9,000 located . .-

.

in the plume smergency planning zone. In Cowlitz County, the economy is a
,! mix of heavy and light industrial processes, port operations, and timber-related
j| harvest and manufacturing industries. Its population is approximately 80,000

|
with 59,000 located in the plume emergency planning zone.

Volcanic Contingencies.

The State of Oregon's Trojan Response contains a volcanic eruption contingency
< . whereby the Oregon Emergency Operations Plan would be implemented. Damage

assessment information would be relayed to Trojan and Columbia County, or if
; Columbia County's Emergency Operations Center was made inoperative, the State
:, would assume complete responsibility. If key elements essential for execution
'; of the Trojan response are made inoperative due to a volcanic eruption or its

affects, Oregon would restore those elements as soon as possible or arrange for-

other compensatory measures.

f The State of Washington has made a commitment to include similar contingencies
in their next Fixed Nuclear Facility Plan review.

!

ij Cowlitz County has developed a contingency plan separate from their Trojan
; Response Plan.
')
J Please note that Portland General Electric has arranged for representation -

E at the Federal Volcanic Coordinating Center.
i
d (Prepared by rsa aegion I, Richard Donovan, arra.)
:

.
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY . '
*
* -, epRegion X Faseret Repocot Cemar 9ettrett, Wnt'ington ?!O11

/ j.

c p . <-
RECEIVGD I

83rt D. t"t*, 9

Yice rue. sg

DEC 2 9isso DEC 23 ISED -:; Au;< _ _ _ .

~

Mr. Bart D. Withers T, ' .

Portland General Electric
~ -. iVice President Nuclear M

121 S.W. Salmon Street
' Portland. Gregon 97204

Deer Mr. Withers:

Portland General Electric has been requested by the Nucteer Regulatory
Comunission (NRC) (Docket No. 50-344) to revise your Emergency Plan with'

respect to the effects of volcanic eruptions from Mount St. Helens.

FEMA Region X has been requested by the NRC to consider the effects of
earthquakes and volcante eruptions on the comununication networks and,

'

evacuation plans around the Trojan site. In addition we are to consider
the qualitative evaluation of the complicating factors which might require;

special preparedness if sucht events occur in parallel with a radiological' : emergency or are involved in their initiation.
! We have requested the Corps

Survey (Volcanic and Water Resources) to give us their event scenario (s).of Engineers, Heather Service, and Geological
risk assessment, and review of your Evtr.vation Analysis Report (October 1980).

|

j Please see enclosed copies of correspondence.

In addition, we have awarded a contract to Professor Thames Dunn, University
,

:

of Washington, to revise the various estimates per flood thrwets, pyro-'

clastic flows, and concerns over Coldwater Creek and South Castle Creek:) impoundments.

, lie plan to award a contract wf th oss Earthquake Consultant to perforse an
; {)
:

analysis of critical facilities (EDC's and comunerications com) and
the main evacuatiest routes per e design basis earthquake.

'1

Mr. Donovan util keep Mr Walt of your staff"inftmund as our evaluation
.;

*

devolep6. If yee haver any questions, plasse contact hiur at (255) 481-8000.
-s

. Stacerely sours

4 --

o|,),e.,. ,. eh.n.,
negional Director

Inclosures ~

"

f . . , - - . .. , O'Gi;;; g ,

..

, ~
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY ' %.. .-

4
-

e .

a Washington D.C.20472 --,
1 .. . - - -

:- December 1, 1980 me-
,

*:-
_ , .a ..

I
.

i
'

IEMORANDuM FDRs Nsale V. Osaney, Director
FDM Regiass X

, ,

i . FRIM: Jotn W. McComel
Ammistant Associ ta Director
for Population ., M --

'

:

!l SUSXCT: Review of the Effects of Earthquehas and Volcanic
3 f.ruptions on State ed Local Radiological Emergency

,

d Prapsroeness

ifi 1ha Nuclear Mogulatory Emanission has requested their licensees in the
.

mestern Statas to consider the effects of earthquakes and of volcanic
',

stuptions an the corumunication networks and eveeuation plans around..
licensed facilities and review their amargency plans as appropriate.

!]
In our discussions with Brian K. Grimes, Director of the lac Emergency
Preparedness Progrua Office, * haws agreed that the FDM Regions in ths

,

West (Ragiona IX and X) should also consider these svents in the evaluation
.

of State and local plans. We are interested in a qualitative evaluation
!I of the mW= ting factors (e.g., disruptions of cosmicatione and'' evacuation routes) dich night require special praperedness if such events
.

occur in parallel with a radiological emergency or are involved in their
initzution.

cj 1 see this as a reemonable part of FINA's overall responsibility for

]i
comprahansive amargency w- ..t in mi urva whern FEMA has had com
siderabis near6-tera experience.

j -

P t._..angly, pl plan to coneet th unalpes of ts. interactim. or ;

d|I nevers geophysical events auch as volcanic eruptions and earthquakes
(giving due considecation to severe mehra11, audflose, floods, landslides |and assocists comestication one transportation ciartptions) with the plane''

;! of State and local plans for REP aromd commercial power plants in ywe
| Region. In the near tons, I would appreciate an outline of your study

approach and a time schedule with milestone detes for completion. At
,

e later date, we will also request consideration of the interactions of
*such geophysical events on the balance of non-commercial fixed nuclase *

4

facilities and with potential radiological accidents.
, ,

.

, . . . .
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March 7, 1983

-

' l

j Charles Trannell .
. i U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

MS 428
:i Washington, D.C. 20555 _.

,

i
: Dear Mr. Trammell:-

Enclosed is a revised version of our Findings for the Trojan Site..

Nonnally, my National Office forwards these to Edward Jordan's
office. I do not inow what happens to them after they reach NRC.

I
; I understand that BilljBrown forwarded you 5 copies.of the mudflow

assessment study.
,

; If you have any questions on the findings or study, please let me
know.

1

| Sincerely,

Yh~
Richard W. Donovan

i RAC Chairman

L Enclosure

j
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. February 23, 1983.

,

MEMORANDUM FOR DAVE MCLOUGHLIN, ACTING ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
; STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT
I
1 FROM: Wm. H. Mayer '

} Regional Director .

SUBJECT: Findings and Determinations for Portlana General Electric's
j Trojan Nuclear Powe'r Plant -.

Last January we forwar'ded to you our findings (44 CFR 350.11) for the Trojan;

site (States of Oregon and Washington), with our recommendation that FEMA
approval be granted. On July 6, 1982, your office granted approval in

-

accordance with 44 CFR 350.12.
-

1 Although our approval p,ro. cess allows for withdrawal of approval^

(44 CFR 350.13), it does not call for reaffirmation of adequate offsite
. preparedness. It has been the position of our Chairman of the Regionald

Assistance Comittee (RAC) that an annual reaffirmation should be made. I
support this position and this letter with attachment serves that purpose.:

1 Following is a brief summary of activities that the Region and the RAC has4

either monitored or observed, evaluated, and critiqued since our findingsj statement of last winter.
, 1. Activities related to Mount St. Helens/ Spirit Lake Disaster and1 Emergency Declaration.
i
{ 2. Training activities of both States, counties, and the licensee as

-

they relate to offsite preparedness.

3. Public education program for permanent and transient adults.
-

4. Second annual Trojan Siren Test (Alert and Notification System).
5. Health Physics Drill and Exercise of the Near-Site EmergencyOperations Facility - September 16, 1982.q

| 6. Full-scale Trojan Exercise - November 28, 1982.-

7. Media Orientation Program.
~

8. Monthly Comunications Drills.

9. Review of Oraft and Promulated Changes to Plans / Procedures.
.

The RAC Chairman prepares a monthly list of significant events. The majority
of the significant events are corrective action items re~sulting from reviews ~

of the exercise or dril1 critiques and plans or procedures. Correspondence
4

over my signature forwards these schedules to the designated heads of each
State, county, and the licensee each month.

,

-

_ _ _ _ , _ _ . _ , . - ,
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Last month the RAC updated the individual review and evaluation documents for
each set of plans and procedures (as called for in Guidance Memorandum No.16).

|
,

li The RAC updated the findings statement. The Region updated that portion of.j the findings statement related to the volcanic phenomenon in parts requested )
.

.i by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Region has received
commitments for corrective action as called for in our critiques of the

L small-scale and full-scale exercise conducted in 1982. .

It is the Region's and the RAC's opinion that no major deficiencies exist in
'

either the preparedness posture or response posture of the States and local '.

governments for the Tr.ojan site. We believe that the plans and implementing:

procedures are adquate on the basis of the criteria documents (REP-1 and -2)..

i We believe that the response capabilities exist among the designated agenciesj within both States and local governments, and that these agencies have
', demonstrated their ab411ty to implement the plans.
t

.j In view of the continui.ng.RRC interest in the volcanic and related natural
hazards assessments, we'ssggest that the revised Part I be forwarded to them.

3
1 si ge it is significantly different from that' submitted by us in January 1982.
j In sumary, we believe that the plans / procedures, preparedness posture, and
1 reponse capabilities of the States of Oregon and Washington, and affected

local governments, are adequate to protect the healtn and safety of the puolic
in the vicinity of the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant. The States and locala .

governments have demonstrated continued improvement in all areas. It is theRAC's position that no significant deficiencies exist. In the Region's,

i opinicn, there is reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures
.1 can and will be taken offsite in the event of a radiological incident at the

i Trojan Nuclear Power Plant.
,

If you or your staff have any questions, please direct them to
,f' Richard Donovan, RAC Chairman.

,

Attachment
<
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FEMA 531E/0-22E/1/83,

'
.

FEMA Findings and Determinations
for,

Portland General Electric's Trojan Nuclear Plant

-| Date: Initial Finding - January 1982
j Revised Finding - January 1983

,

.
1 I. Introduction
!

] A. ' Identification: . * -

'
l. Facility'. The Trojan Nuclear Power Plant is the only licensed

nuclear power plant in the State of Oregon. The Trojan Nuclear Power Plant is:

owned and operated by the Portlana General Electric Company (PGE), a private
utility licensed to operate in the State of Oregon. It is located in Columbia
County, Oregon, on the bank of the Columbia River at approximate river milei

; 72.5, 42 miles north of Portland, Oregon.
: -

2. Governments in the Plume EPZ. There are two counties within the
plume emergency planning zone (EPZ): Columbia County, Oregon, and Cowlitz

'

.j County, Washington.
'

3. Governments in the Ingestion EPZ. There are 13 countiies within
p the ingestion emergency planning zone (EPZ): Oregon counties are Clackamas,

Clatsop, Columbia, Multnomah, Tillamook, Washington, and Yamhill; Washington
counties are Clark, Cowlitz, Lewis, Pacific, Skamania, and Wahkiakum.

h 4. Response Organization. The State of Oregon's lead agency for
*

) ' regulation of, and response to, radiological incidents is the Oregon
Department of Energy (ODOE). It works closely with the Emergency Management
Division (EMD) and the Health Division (HD) who have the respective
responsibilities for general State emergency planning and coordination of,

emergency operations and radiological response. Other departments and'

Columbia County, Oregon, are assigned specific support roles based upon their
respective responsibilities. The State has responsibilities for both the
plume and ingestion emergency planning zones.

The State of Washington's lead agency for response to radiological
1 incidents is its Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS). It works
1 closely with the Department of Emergency Services (DES) which has the-

l responsibilities for all emergency planning and the coordination of emerger.cyj operations. Other departments are assigned specific support roles based upon
j their respective responsibilities. Overall, the State has responsibility for

the ingestion emergency planning zone, and Cowlitz County, Washington, has the
i

responsibility for the plume emergency planning zone. Within the county, the
Sheriff and the Sheriff's Department is the lead agency. The emergency
planning and coordination of emergency operations are the Sheriff's ,

,

'

responsibility.
. .

_
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S. General Background:
$ -

1. Plans. The title of Oregon State's plan is "Cregon Stati Trojan
Emergency Response Plan." It was issued in November of 1980, implementeo in
January 1981, and updated September 1981 and August 1982. It was submitted to
FEMA on December 9, 1980. The Plan was developed by the Department of Energy.

The title of Washington State's plan is " Washington State Fixed
Nuclear Facility Emergency Response Plan.' 't was iss~ued in March 1981, and:

implemented in March 1981. It was submitted to FEMA on Ma-ch 29, 1981. The
*Plan was developed by the Washington Department of Emerger.cy Services.

|
'

The title of the Cowlitz County plan is "Cowlitz County Trojan
'

Emergency Response Plan."- It was* issued in December 1980, implemented in ~ ~,

April 1981, and updated in September 1981 and August 1982. It was submitted'

to FEMA in December 1980.

2. Special Circumstances.

a. Geographical Situation. The Trojan plant site is located in
the Oregon Coast Range. ..The Coast Range is bordered on the north by the,

Olympic Range and on th'e~ south by the Klamath Mountains.
; .

The Coast Range section is'approximately 250 miles long,

1 (running along north-south axis) and averages 50 miles wide. In the vicinity
of the site, altitudes are generally below 2,000 feet. The area is drained by
the Columbia River and by numerous small stream tributaries. West of the
site, there is an abrupt rise in elevation to approximately 1,500 feet along
the north-south axis. Several streams have their headwaters along this
divide, and they flow easterly or northeasterly to the Columbia River. Stream
gradients are high until they reach the floodplain of the Columbia River.
Valley profiles are V-shaped.

The Cascade Range east of the site is marked by a chain of: -

volcanic cones. The closest cone is Mount St. Helens, approximately 36 miles
; from the site. It is an active volcano with a variety of activity. Over the

1 last 2 years the nature of the activity spans the range from earthquakes and
ash emission to several major explosive eruptions (May 18, 25, and June 12,

3 1980), and a series of non-explosive eruptions.

1 The climate of the plume exposure EPZ around Trojan is
1 typical of the Pacific Northwest coast and is characterized by wet winters and'

dry suneners with mild temperatures all year long. There is a low probability
1 of snowfall (greater than 1 inch is less than 1 percent) or heavy fog-

j (visibility less than 1/4 mile is less than 2 percent).-

N
t; b. Evaluation. The Region has been requested to consider, in-
!' its evaluation, the degree of planning for and potential effects upon response ,
' capabilities with respect to volcanic phenomena (ashfall, mudflows, floods,i

andlandslides). The Region approached this evaluation along three separate
i, routes. ~

!
", .

_
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(1) Short-term Hazards. The Region hired Thomas Dunn and

Luna B. Leopold (both hydrologists) to conduct a study o'f the flood and
sedimentation hazards in the Toutle and Cowlitz Rivers. The report was
published in January 1981. It reviewed the potential for: 1) catastrophic
breaching of Coldwater and Castle Creek Lakes; 2) mudflows and floods
generated by pyroclastic flows; 3) rain and snowmelt floods; and 4) seoiment
transport, deposit, and channel changes.

l This study was made available to PGE, who utilized.
I portions of it in revising their evacuation analysis report and the various ~j procedures for evacuation.

.

Ij The U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, performed emergency ..
I work to mitigate the potential fot catastrophic breaching of Coldwater and
| Castle Creek Lakes. The Corps perfomed several other projects to enhance the

dike system of the Cowlitz and improve the ability of the hydrologic system to
hold snow and rain floods. Revisions were made to floodplain maps and.

'

detailed flood evacuation. plans / procedures were developed for Cowlitz
County. Other work eas performed to enable the river system to more
effectively handle the sediment transport deposit and potential for channel,
changes. -

,

(2) Risk Assessment.

{ (a) Automotive. The Region received opinions from tne
U.S. Department of Transportation, Research and Special Programs
Administration; Ford Motor Company, Car Service Engineering Department;

'j General Motors, Service Section; and the U.S. Army, Tank Automotive Command.
The general concensus was that a normal vehicle could be driven at least

"

50 miles before failure under volcanic ash fallout conditions of amounts up
to 1 inch in depth. Amounts of ash in the range of 2 to 4 inches could be,

. expected to cause catastrophic failure of passenger vehicles within.

| 10 to 20 miles of road travel under these conditions.
!
'

This information was made available to PGE for use
in their revision of the evacuation analysis report.

-

(b) Volcanic eruption and related hazards. The Region
j received opinions from the U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia, ano thej U.S. Geological Survey, Cascade Volcano Observatory. Major conclusions are
3 hereby sumarized.
d
4 The percent of ashfall which might affect the plumej EPZ is 2 to 5 percent. Also, the plume EPZicould be affected by ashfall from

'

N eruptions on Mt. Hood, which is considered domant at this time.
1
'

Mudflows and floods could eliminate the I-5 bridge
across the Toutle River and several other minor roads. PGE's revised .i

,

. evacuation analysis and the county's flood plan recognize the possibility of 1

1 this bridge and other roads being eliminated.
.

,

] _

-
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- The current level of risk as assesseo for
Mount St. Helens is much lower than it was in 1980. Rist effects of those
hazards cm an are ever lower becauie the USGS prediction capability is
improvin;. The mountain is considered to be in a period of" episodic dome
growth. Tnis n:n-explosive dome growth could be marked of small ashfalls ana
relativelj small pyroclastic flows. It is important.to" realize that there is

'

virtually no cn,ance of another eruption like that of May 18,-1980, occurring
within the next few years. Since the last explosive eruption (October 1980)

'i all volcuic related potentially lethal effects have been confined to the
W crater and immediate vicinity. Since October 1980 the USGS has been able to.
.j predict all dome-building eruptions 2 to 4 weeks in advance of their

.
) occurrence. If another explosive eruption (a very improbable event) were to

occur, the USGS believes that. monitoring would detect the buildup in time.to'

make a variety of preparations. It is important'to note that dome growth can',
_.

l be a long drawn out phenomenon. Activity associated with the Goat Rocks' dome
!4 at Mount St. Helens ptobably continued for more than a decade in the

mid-1880's.
.

(cf Non-volcanic hazards. The Region received an
opinion from the Department of the Army, U.S. Corps.of Engineers; U.S.
Department of Interior, Geological Survey, Water Resources Division; and the;

U.S. Weather Service. .The consensus is that flood; and risk of serious floodsi
'
, are much higher as a resuit of the May 18, 1980, eruption. Despite the

.! concluded mitigation efforts, the potential will remain very high through the-
] next decade. The evacuation analysis report, prepared by PGE, was adopted by
{ Cowlitz County. The evacuation procedureh for Cowlitz County, and the related

floodplain, clearly recognize these risks and have considered the implication
"

; of the potential damage / destruction to northern egress routes.
o >

.|(d) Spirit Lake Hazards.- A Presidential emergency
declaration (8/19/B2) establishes in part that the threat to lives and:i

,'

property due to the volcanic eruption and resulting potential for catastropic
fic9 ding from Spirit Lake is of sufficient severity and magnitude that it
warrants an emergency declaration under Public Law 93-288. Under authorities

,

,

1 of this Act, the U.S. Department of Interior, Geological Survey, Water
1' Resources Division has completed a hazard assessment report "Mudflow Hazards

along the Toutle and Cowlitz Rivers from a hypothetical failure of Spirit Lake
Blockage." Narrative and map portions of. this report clearly show that major.

, and minor Cowlitz County transportation routes will be destroyed or otherwise
- blocked smould short-term <nitigation measures for the Spirit Lake hazard.

s fail. Disruption would result in short- and'long-term impact on the ability
to execute a Trojan evacuation as currently planned in both Washington and

N Oregon. An evacuation for a Spirit Lake event would create a short-term
conflict with a Trojan evacuation. Long-term impact would be from the,j, radically revised transportation routerand traffic load required to bypass*

1 blocked routes.-

y ,

The Geological Survey report addresses only the
mudflow hazard to the Toutle and Cowlitz Rivers. The report states that a
Spirit Lake breach can De expected to deliver 1 1.09 million cubic feet per
second of mudflow at 65% sediment loading by volume to the Columbia River. -

.

9

.6*
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|
'
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; Technical cata supporting the report snows that mudflows will oe maintained at
close to peak flows for several hours. Experience of Columoia River olackage
resulting from flood /mudflows generated by the Mount St. Helens volcanic
eruption of May 18, 1980, infers that the much greater mudflow possiale from a
Spirit Lake event may have disruptive impact to Trojan evacuation routes in
the vicinity of the Columbia River and to the Trojan site. The Geological
Survey, at the request of the Federal Coordinating Officer for the Spirit Lake,

. Emergency Declaraton, is preparing a technical proposal to evaluate tne
. hydrologic hazards of a Spirit Lake event to the Columbia River. The National
! Weather Service, Pacific Northwest River Forecast Center is expected by *

,

i

1j March 1983 to release combined hazard guidance for floods and mudflow *|
; contingencies from a Spirit Lake breach.'

(3) Long-term Mitigation / Warning. The Region has been - ';

active on several fronts in regard to the evolving problems associated witha
i' 'Mount St. Helens:

!

(a) The Region chairs an interagency committee under
the auspices of the Eederal Coordinating Officer for the Mount St. Helens
disaster and the Spirit Lake emergency. This committee consists of FEMA;
USGS, Cascade Volcano Observatory and Water Resources Division; U.S. Weather'-

3 Service (Regional, River-Forecast Center, Washington and Oregon State,j Offices); USDA (Forest Service and Soil Conservation Service); and U.S. Army,:

Corps of Engineers. This cocnittee meets several times a year to ensure-

ij coordination with respect to data collection, risk assessment, mitigation
measures, and warning proceduras.**

(b) The Region chairs the nonstructural Hazard
:1 Mitigation Task Force,,as specified under Section 406 of the Puolic
i Law 93-288. This connittee consists of FEMA; USDA; U.S. Army; U.S. Weather >

!1 Service; DHUD; USGS; Cascade Volcano Observatory and Water Resources Division;
,; DOC; 00T; Small Business Administration; State of Washington; and Cowlitz

*

a County, Washington. The task force prepared an interagency flood hazard
j mitigation report (11/13/81). The report was aimed at mitigating future
. .! public and private damages from potential flooding along the Toutle andij Cowlitz Rivers. Funding of many of the reconnendations will be dependent upon
F National level action and will be one of the decision items of the National'

Hazard Mitigation Task Force. '

i

(c) With Regional assistance and coordination, Cowlitz
j County has implemented a recommendation of the Hazard Mitigation Task Force by
!) initiating the Toutle-Cowlitz Rivers Watershed Management Plan. The Plan is

1 to consolidate a number of Cowlitz County community development issues and j
provide policy for future use of the basins of the Toutle and Cowlitz Rivers"'

-
'

N 'p(post Mount St. Helens). The Plan incorporates subjects related to emergencylanning, including. hazard assessment, operational capacity, andij alert-notification requirements to deal with Mount St. Helens and Spirit Lake
;

;' related hazards. The Plan represents an interactive process so as to develop
'

emergency preparedness capacity integrated and supportive of preparedness for,

| preexisting Cowlitz County hazards,
q .

-

_i-

,
.

e
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; (d) Regional coordination of specific actions taken to
; mitigate the Spirit Lake hazard include:

_
.

1) The Department of Army, Corps of Engineers, has
undertaken a two element program of structural measures for mitigating the
Spirit Lake hazard. The first element is the now implemented short term'i

'

pumping system designed to maintain the annual average level of Spirit Lake
below an established critical level. The second element is to ' determine and,'; implement a solution or program of solutions to achieve long term mitigation

! 'of the Spirit Lake hazard. The U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers, is scheduled to
! complete, by November of 1983, a report of alternatives and recommendation for *

[j a long term solution.
! 2) A joint initiative of Federal, State, and local ~

; governments has implemented a warning system to deal with a Spirit Lake
breach. That portion'of the warning system for alert and notification of the
resident and transient population of Cowlitz County, within the Spirit Lake
hazard area, has been integrated with and extends the exisiting Trojan alert
notification system. ,.

,

i 3. Socio-Econ mic Factors.
* :." . ,

; The Trojan Nuclear Power Plant i.s located in the northwestern
I section of the State of Oregon on the Columbia River which is the border

9
d between the States of Oregon and Washington. In Columbia County tne economy

is geared to the timber industry. Its population is approximately 35,000 with
;- 9,000 located in the plume EPZ. In Cowlitz County, the economy is a mix of
'h heavy and light industrial processes, port operations, and timber-related

harvest and manufacturing industries. Its population is approximately 80,000
with 59,000 located in the plume EPZ.e

'

:

4. Volcanic Contingencies.-
,

.

; The State of Oregon's Trojan Response contains a volcanic
y' eruption contingency whereby the Oregon Emergency Operations Plan would be ,

-

i implemented. Damage assessment information would be relayed to Trojan andej Columbia County, or if Columbia County's-EOC was made inoperative, the State
M would assume complete responsibility. If key elements essential for execution
: of the Trojan response are made inoperative due to a volcanic eruption or its

. affects, Oregon would restore those elements as soon as possible or arrange
|j for other compensatory measures.
N
q The State of Washington has made a conuitment to include similar

contingencies in their next Fixed Nuclear Facility Plan review.q .

L1 .

1 Cowlitz County has developed a contingency plan separate from'
their Trojan Response Plan.

Please note that PGE has arranged for representation at the .
Federal Volcanic Coordinating Center..

-

C. Materials Available for Examination:,

. -

In addition to the State and local plans / procedures, we have had
_

access to evaluations by the Region and the Regional Assistance Committee
6

|

|
|

,
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(RAC) for the States' and locals' plans; and tne critique by Region and RAC.of'

the joint approval exercise and followup exercise. The Region has retained
copies of the records of puolic meetings wnich were conducted in Columoia
County, Oregon, and Cowlitz County, Wasnington. Tney state that all
particulars were addressed in the plans / procedures revision tnat followea

!
,

these public meetings.-

II. Evaluation

] Following is the integrated evaluation of the Federal Emergency Man' age-
,,; ment Agency, Region X (hereafter referred to as Region), and the Regional

"j Assistance Conmittee, Region X (RAC), for the plans / procedures, preparedness,;

i and capabilities of the States of Oregon and Washington; Columbia County,
~.

| Oregon; Cowlitz County, Washington; and the Portland General Electric Company |
! (PGE), as it pertains.to the Trojan Nuclear Plant. For more specific'

findings, reference the Review and Evaluation for Oregon, Washington, and
'' Cowlitz County, Washington, and those comments made in the various critiques

of the exercises.'

.
'

A. Assignment of Responsibility (Planning Standard A):
'

The three gov'ernments (Washington, Oregon, and Cowlitz County,;

;4 Washington) have plans that identify and assign the lead and support agencies
. with the various responsibilities called for in Planning Standard A of.

.i NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1. PGE's plan cross references these agencies with
respect to identification of lead agencies.-

Some of the written agreements referring to the concept of operation,
emergency measures, mutually acceptable criteria for their " implementation,"o

H and arrangements for exchange of infermation, have been executed.

;l 1. PGE has executed a separate Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
; with the State of Washington and Cowlitz County, Washington. The State of

q Vregon, because of its MOU with NRC, and State legislation which gives them
O certain regulatory authorities over PGE, does not believe an MOU is necessary.

i}I, 2. The States are updating the 1974 Radiological Accident Assistance
;, Agreement.

)
4

3. The RAC's critique of the approval exercise called for the<

'

execution of an MOU on the coordination of emergency public information. The
State of Washington, Cowlitz County, Washington, and the two major Feoeral
response agencies have agreed to particpate in the MOU; Oregon has not.,

d . Sunnary. With the exception of the MOU on the coordination of
|' emergency public information, all basic agreements, planning assignments, and

staffing assignments are in accordance with Planning Standard A. The Region,

and the RAC find the absence of the executed MOU is a minor deficiency. See
; discussion under Planning Standard G - Public Education and Information.

B. Emergency Response Support and Resources (Planning Standard C): '
,

l. Radiological Assistance. The States of Oregon and Washington, -

!^ and PGE, have'made provisions for incorporating Federal response capabi;lity

7
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! into their operations plans. A specific MOU between the U.S. Department of
Energy, the States of Oregon and Washington, and PGE has' Deen exe:.uted. Tne
MOU specifies the Federal radiological resources expected, incluaing times of
arrival.

2. Emergency Public Information. Upon declaration of a Site-Area,

Emergency or General Emergency, tne Regional elements of the Federal
Government will activate their response plans. As part of this response, a
Joint Information Center (JIC) will be established by FEMA and NRC. The State,

! of Washington and Cowlitz County have agreed to enter a M00 with respect to-1

the concept of operation and agreements for exchange of information. The
| State of Oregon has chosen not to participate in the MOU. PGE has offereo the *

: use of their JIC facility and have agreed to comunicate and coordinate with
those organizations at the JIC. The State of Oregon has not agreed to,

communicate or coordinate,_ with the organizations at the JIC. See our comments ~

: under Planning Standard G. .

Sumary. With the exception of the MOU on the coordination of
emergency puolic information, the existing a;rangements for requesting and
effectively using assistance resources are adequate. The Region and the RAC
find the absence of the executed MOU is a minor deficiency. See discussion

,; under Planning Standard G, - Public Education and Information.
*

. .

j C. Emergency Classification System (Planning Standard D):

Q The States of Oregon and Washington, Cowlitz County, and PGE have
adopted a consistent and compatible emergency classification system with-

appropriate emergency action levels.

- Summary. All parties have adopted a consistent and compatible
. emergency classification system as called for by Planning Standard D of
NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1,Rev-1.

.

D. Notification Measures (Planning Standard E):
.

1

1. Emergency Response Personnel. The States of Oregon and I

, Washington, and Cowlitz county, have established procedures for the )/ notification and mobilization of emergency personnel for all response |5 organizations. These procedures are consistent with the exception of Unusual ;

1 Event notification. Portland General Electric's and the State of Oregon's |
q plans specify a 1-hour notification time for Unusual Event. The State of
14 Washington's and Cowlitz County's plans specify 15-minute notification, which
j is called for by NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1.

'

2. Alerting and Notification Use of Their Procedures..

2 .

iJ a. In the approval exercise (3/04/81), the Stace of Washington,
Cowlitz County, Washington, and Columbia County, Oregon, demonstrated the
ability to alert, notify, and mobilize their emergency response personnel.

b. The monthly comunication drills were implemented in l4

April 1981. -

c. In the approval exercise, the State of Washington, Cowlitz-

| County, Washington, and Columbia County, Oregon, demonstrated that tney could
-

|

|

8
i
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staff their Emergency Operations Center (E0C) in a timely fashion. The State
.of Oregon did not demonstrate that they could staff their E0C in a timely
fashion. In the following exercise (11/82) the State of Oregon aemonstratea,
to a limited degree, that they could staff their EOC .in a timely fashion.

d. In the approval exercise, the State of Washington and
Columbia County, Oregon, demonstrated an ability to use their resources (maps,
status boards, message system, technical support, and logistical support)..

e. In the subsystem exercise (called for by the critique of thej approval exercise) the State of Oregon and Cowlitz County, Washington, *
4 demonstrated an ability to use their resources (maps, status boards, message

system, technical support, and logistical support).
1 _

- :.

#

f. In the subsystem exercises, all organizations (States of'

Washington and Oregon' Columbia County, Oregon; and Cowlitz County,
| Washington) demonstrated that proper decision, based on recommendations from

the Trojan E0F, could be made in a timely and coordinated fashion for the
plume and ingestion EPZ's. In the following exercise (11/82), all.

. organizations demonstrated that proper decisions, based upon recommendations
1 from the Trojan EOF, cou,1.d be made in a timely and coordincted fashion for the
i plume EPZ. ' -

3 3. Alert and Notification System. The Portland General Electric
4] Company has installed 186 sirens (Alert System) throughout the plume EPZ. The

Region reviewed the design proposal. The Region witnessed the first test of
the system on August 22, 1981. The test indicated a possible deficiency in
coverage in one area, and in the operability of some of the equipment. The.

f. Region witnessed the second test of the system on September 25, 1982. The
j test indicated differences in coverage and the fact that the 95% operability
1 factor was not met. Actions have been taken by PGE to correct the operability

of the equipment. The differences in coverage will be revised at the next
annual test. Actions have been taken by PGE to correct the operability of the

q equipment. The possible deficiency in coverage will be reviewed at the next
annual test. The physical means of activating the notification system are in

| place and operational. Its use was observed during the test of the system and
was found to be quite satisfactory with respect to remote activation and

i. broadcast, television cable interrupt, and public awareness. Appropriatej
~ administrative means have been established for the activation and operation of

1 the Alert System.
1

I Sunnary. The Region's and the RAC's position is that the State of
Oregon and PGE plans / procedures should be changed to be consistent with.

Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev-1. This to be a minor deficiency. Ij -

.Only NRC can resolve the issue by ordering PGE to. change their procedures. I
t

The Region and the RAC find that the Alert and Notification System is
adequate and meets the intent of ?lanning Standard E and Appendix 3 of
NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev-1.

.

'

Tne Region and the RAC find that the E0C procedures are adequate for -

operation for the States of Washington and Oregon; Columbia County, Oregon;
and Cowlitz County, Washington. -

,.

'

.

9.

'

,

.
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E. Emergency Communications (Planning Standard F):

1. Systems. Compatible primary and backup co .unication systems
exist between and among PGE's Emergency Operating Facilities (TSC, Near-Site
EOF, Control Room, and Company Support) and the Emergency Operating Centers.of

ithe States of Oregon and Washington; and the counties of Columbia, Oregon, and
Cowlitz, Washington. ;,

'

i
1' 2. Plans / Procedures. The various procedures call for prompt and !

continued communications among and between the principal response
organization. *'

I

3. Drills. The comunications' drill program was implemented in
. April 1981. , e '; . _

,

Sumary. The Region and the RAC find that adequate provisions and i

capabilities exist for prompt comunications among the principal response '

organizations.

F. Public Education and Information (Planning Standard G):

1. Education. 'the various plans contain comitments for an annual
mailing to all residents within the plume EPZ. The first mailing was in

,I
. December 1980, the second was made in January 1982, and the third in January
;{ 1983. Various public meetings have been held to enhance the public's
' awareness.

a. The Region reviewed and comented upon the revised brochure,

(distribution January 1982). The revised brochure now contains sufficient
information on the types of radiation.

b. Cowlitz County,' Washington, and Columbia County, Oregon, have
maintained distribution of the revised public education brochure to those'

i locations where the transient adult population visits.
;

|
!

:

2. Information. The Region and the RAC have recommended establish- '

ment and execution of an MOU among the States of Oregon and Washington;
Columbia County, Oregon; Cowlitz County, Washington; Portland General-

Electric; NRC; and FEMA with respect to the Coordination and exchange of'

emergency public .information and the establishment of a JIC.

a. In the approval exercise (March 4,1981), the RAC found that *
|: PGE; States of Oregon and Washington; and Columbia and Cowlitz Counties did
; j not demonstrate that they could coordinate the release of information to the-

11 media. The RAC's critique called for several corrective measures, including a.

subsystem exercise for emergency public information.

b. In the subsystem exercise (November 19, 1981), the RAC found
that the State of Oregon; Columbia County, Oregon; and PGE did demonstrate tne'
ability to coordinate the release of information to the media. Cowlitz
County, Washington, and the State of Washington did not adequately meet the -

exercise objective of public information and warning.
-|

~

c. In the followup exercise (11/18/82), the RAC t'$und that all '

organizations did demonstrate that they could coordinate the development and I

10

I
,

-

-
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- release of emergency public information. Some specific corrective actions
were recomended for the State of Washington. Columbia.and Cowlitz Counties
experienced difficulties in coordinating the release of emergency warding
rnessages to the public. See our 1982 Trojan Exercise report, dated Decemoer
10, 1982.

d. The RAC's review of the plans for all organizations reveals
some inconsistencies in approach to the release of emergency public

i
. information.

-

.

| (1) There are three phases of emergency public information =''
released during an emergency phase:

!

j . (a) From the utility and counties - initial warning and e
, initial release to the media for the initial phase.

(b) From the utility, counties, and States - separate-

release points for followup warning and followup' releases to the media for the>

intermediate phase. .

(c) On behalf of utility, counties, States, and Federal
. agencies - a single releWse point for followup releases to media. Counties

retain warning function to the media for the final phase.

!j (2) Obviously, during all three phases of operation,
coordination, timely exchange of information, and rumor control are required.2

(3) The plans and procedures are in agreement only for the3
'

first phase. During phase two, Oregon and PGE will operate from the Oregon
EOC. The plan reads that the Oregon EOC is the official source of contact for
the State of Oregon to the media. The operation of Cowlitz County,

'' '

Washington, and the State of Washington, continues as in phase one (also
; - official sources of contact for the media). During the third pnase,

establishment of a JIC, the location for releasing public information, will be
i transferred from the E0C's to the JIC. However, the Oregon and PGE plans1

! place the establishment of the news center under operational control of the
Governor of Oregon. The plans.for Washington State, Cowlitz County, and
Federal agencies assume automatic activation of the news center at the

j declaration of a Site-Area Emergency or General Emergency.

e. The State of Oregon has indicated that they do not want to be
a signatory of the MOU or revise their current plans with respect to automatici activation of the JIC.l .

.j f. The State of Washington and Cowlitz County have become a
i; signatory to the MOU. Their plans / procedures dc not recognize the Oregon

State EOC as the official control for activating the JIC.
,

Sumary. The Region and the RAC find that the revised version of the,

public education brochure basically meets the intent of Planning Standard G.:
t

,

The Region and the RAC find that the public education program for the
adult permanent population is adequate.,

,. _

11
'

i

I. '
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The Region and the RAC find that the States.of Washington and Oregon,,

Columbia County, Oregon, and Cowlitz County, Washington,,have demonstrated
adequate capability to coordinate emergency puolic information. Cowlftz and
Columbia Counties have failed to adequately demonstrate t.Se ability to

' coordinate the exchange of warning. The Region and the RAC find that tnis is-

a minor deficiency and corrective action has been promised.

The Region and'the RAC find that the plans / procedures of the;

organizations do not adequately demonstrate that sufficient arrangements for
ii timely exchange of information and coordinated arrangements for dealing with

rumors have been made. The Region and the RAC find that this is a minor'

*'
:!

deficiency. There appears to be no resolution on the issues of disagreement;
therefore, this deficiency will continue. *

.; G. Emergency Facilities and Equipment (Planning Standard H):
. :

;< *-

The various organizations have identified facilities, equipment', and
procedures. They are as follows:

*

1. Near-Site Emergency Operations Facility and State's/ County's
Emergency Operations Centers (EOC's).,

, - ;
i ~

The various physical locations. have adequate space, security.a.
!I and press arrangements for emergency operations.
:i

'
b. The comunications include three dedicated voice circuits and

one facsimile circuit with dedicated equipment. Other appropriate comunica-
tion channels exist to allow for minimum backup and comunication needs to'

other State / local government agencies, Federal agencies, media, and the
general public.

" '

2. Field Radiological Teams.

The two Oregon team field kits and the three Washingtona.
field team kits contain equipment that meets the requirements of'

NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, with respect to detection (10-7uC1/cc) for
ground survey and air sampling activities.

!1 b. The States and PGE share a comon radio frequency. The
) radios in each field team kit and the base radio station at the Near-Site9 Emergency Operation Facility are compatible.

'

The States have made arrangements for primary and oackupc.
11 aerial radiological monitoring capabilities. Appropriate ground / air.

communications have been established at the Near-Site Emergency Operation,

Facility.

| 3.. Dose Assessment Area.
1

a. The States and Portland General Electric have established a
dose assement area at the Near-Site Emergency Operation Facility for the -.

-
,

receipt and' analysis of all field monitoring data and the coordination of '

,,

sample collection.
!i

_j,, -

*
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4. Joint Information Center.
~

a. The Portland General Electric Company nas made the pnysical
3and financial arrangements for establishing a Joint Information Center based )'

on NRC guidance provided in the fall of 1979.
|
,

b. Arrangements have been made to provide the dedicated voice
!circuit for public affairs and 24 other telephone lines at the Joint |

-Information Center. Current plans call for these phones to be operative |1

within 24 hours (NRC - Fall 1979 Guidance). |
. *

,
'

c. The plans of the Federal agencies (NRC and FEMA) and the
State of Washington assume that this center will be operational within 6 hours i

,; of a declared Site-Area Emergency or General Emergency. - #
:

Summary. The Region and the RAC find that the or ganizations have-

made arrangements for adequate facilities and equipment to support the |

emergency response.

H. Accident Assessment (Planning Standard I):
'

1. ArrangementM '

' j a. Radiological Assessment. The States of Oregon and Washington
) and PGE have agreed (via MOU) to incorporate their radiological health

resources (equipment and personnel) for field monitoring assessment and
'

protective action recomendations.
;

The organizations have adopted a comon protective action,

;

guide. Provisions and procedures have been jointly developed for estimating ;
integrated dose from the projected and actual release rates. They are

|contained in PGE procedures and referenced in the States' procedures.
'

j

b. Plant Status Assessment. The State of Oregon and the NRC
!

. -

have a M00 that allows the State to regulate various aspects of the operation ;'

of the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant. As part of.their emergency response, tne '

i State is prepared to perform technical assessments of the plant status and,

onsite operations. Based upon this accident assessment function, tne State is
in a position to recomend protective actions. The State of Oregon has agreed1 to coordinate their assessment with other organ'zations and resulting

j recomendations for protective actions before protective decisions are made.
1
-i 2. Capability for Accident Assessment.
A -

?i a. Field Monitoring.. The State's radiation control staff and:i field teams have demonstrated their ability to respond to and provide analysis
'i i

of a simulated airborne release. These demonstrations have included the l

collection of samples (water, vegetation, and air), and the monitoring of Isimulated releases. The Region observed and evaluated these activities in the
approval exercise (March 81) and two Health Physics Drills ~(October 1980 and4

November 1981). Corrective actions were implemented. The Region /RAC observed -

J these activities in the September 16, 1982, Health Physics Drill and followup
exercise on November 18, 1982. See our reports. These reports indicate that -

.

some revision of_ procedures and retraining on monitoring procedures and<

;
collection of samples is required in order to ensure adequate environmental '

sampling. The Region and the RAC find that these are minor deficiencies.
13
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b. Dose Assessment and Protective Action Recommendation. Th-
States' radiation control starf anovPGt's raoiological eTiergency staff nave !demonstr6ted their ability to translate radiological monitoring data 1nto !

~

appropriate protective action recommendations for decisionmaking at the i

State / county E0C's for both the plume and ingestion emergency planning zones. ;

See our Reports for 1981 Trojan Revisited dated December 10, 1981, and 1982
Trojan Exercise dated December 10, 1982. I

Summary. The States of Oregan and Washington, and PGE, have
developed adequate methods, plans, and procedures. They have adequate
equipment to assess, monitor, and evaluate the potential offsite consequences. *,

'

of a radiological emergency condition.

The Region a0d the RAC find 1. hat accident assessment capabilities e

and procedures basical,1y meet the intent of Planning Standard I.

I. Protective Response (Planning Standard J):

1. Protective Action Guides. A range of protective actions have
been jointly developed by the staffs of the health agencies of Oregon and

'

Washington, and PGE, for the plume and ingestion EPZ's. These guidelines are
consistent with Federal giidance and are incorporated in their plans and

. implementing procedures. .

t

{ 2. Evacuation Planning. A detailed evacuation plan was developed
by PGE and adopted by tne state of Oregon and Cowlitz County, Washington (the
appropriate decision authorities).' The Region has found the evacuation plan.

to be in compliance with Appendix 4 of .1UREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1., ,

Appropriate implementing procedures have been incorporated into the respective'

plans / procedures of Cowlitz County, Washington; Columcia County, Oregon; and
the States of Oregon and Washington.,

3. Procedures for Implementing Protective Actions. Protective
action procedure has been developed by Oregon, Wasnington, and PGE for the
plume and ingestion EPZ's. This procedure will also be used by PGE's
Technical Support Center (TSC) for making early protective action
recommendations until the EOF dose assessment area is operational. In.

addition, the State / county E0C's may use the procedure for making decisions
to protect the public.

,

i 4. Ingestion Pathway Preparedness. The various agricultural
! 'i enterprises and food producers within the ingestion EPZ have been identified.
~

Common procedures for both States have been develooed for sampling and for
implementing protective measures. The implementing procedures contain.

appropriate maps and a basic inventory of agricultural enter
j producers, potable water supplies, and key crop information. prises, food

.

5. Capabilities for Implementing Protective Action.

a. The States and counties did demonstrate an ability to
coordinate protective action decisionmaking for the plume and ingestion EPZ's. -

4
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b. The counties did demonstrate an ability to implement their
procedures for access controls. -

_

See our Reports: 1981 Interim (3/4/81); Revis;tec
(12/10/81); and Trojan Exercise (12/10/82).

Summary. The States and counties have developed an adequate range of
protective actions for the plume and ingestion EPZ's. The State, counties,
.and licensee have demonstrated an adequate protective action capability to
recommend, decide, and coordinate decisions for protective actions and t'o<

implement protective measures.* *

J. Radiological Exposure Control (Planning Standard K):i

~
- :,

1. The State Health Departments have made provisions to determine
the dose of emergency' workers involved in any nuclear accident.

2. The State of Oregon has prepared and distributed emergency worker
kits that contain appropriate dosimetry (self-reading.and permanent record
devices) and KI.

3. The State' oF Washington has prepared and distributed emergency
. worker kits that contain appropriate dosimetry (self-reading and permanent
! recorddevices)andKI.
i

Sumary. Both States have established and developed the capability
for controlling radiation exposure. No deficiency exists.

. : K. Medical: Public Health Support (Planning Standard L):
il
'i The States / local governments have made arrangements for local and

backup hospital and medical services. The plans / procedures contain lists of
the available hospitals and other medical facilities within the State.

Summary. The States, counties, and licensee have made adequate
arrangements for medical services for contaminated and injured individuals.

}| L. Recovery and Reentry (Planning Standard M): '

d .

1. The States and Cowlitz County have included in their generalR
i plans specific means for initiating recovery actions, relaxing protective

,; measures, and establishing recovery organization / operation.

2. In the approval exercise the State of Washington and Cowlitz.

ij County followed their plan and met to establish procedures for
' reentry / recovery. The State of Oregon failed to develop recovery
recommendations, but they did concur with the State of Washington on the
decisions with respect to reentry and appropriate recovery measures.

3. In the subsystem exercise conducted on November 19, 1981, the
various participants executed their plans / procedures with respect to the -

recovery / reentry process. Despite some confusion in the Washington E0C, there
-

was concurrence and coordination with respect to the recommendations developed -

by the State of Oregon.:,

15
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4. In the approval exercise (3/4/81) and tne Health Physics Drill
and EOF subsystem e'ercise (11/17/81), neither the State's field teams norx

Dose Assessment Area adequately demonstrated an ability to make reentry
recomendations. See our Interim Report (3/4/81) and 1981 Trojan Revisited
Report (12/10/81).

5. An appropriate procedure for Recovery and Reentry including tne
Ingestion Pathways Monitoring / Sampling Plan has been developed and

; incorporated in PGE's procedures. The State of Oregon has adopted the
procedure. The State of Washington, with some minor reservations, will adopt4

the procedure by March 31, 1983. *

Sumary. The States and counties and PGE have developed adequate
plans for recovery and resntry. The Region and the RAC find that the - '

implementing procedur>.s are adequate and that insufficient capabilities were
demonstrated by the field team and Dose Assessment Area. The Region and the
RAC find that these deficiencies are minor.

M. Exercise and Drills (Planning Standard N):

1. The States and Cowlitz County have made comitments in their ,
plans to establish and'mirintain the schedule of various drills and exercises

| which are required by the NRC/ FEMA regulations. Their plans contain'
commitments for evaluation and formal critique, and for implementing

.; corrective actions recomended in the critique. ~

2. Drills and exercises are being conducted in accordance witn the
.. schedule of Planning Standard N.

i

Sumary. The Region and the RAC find that the States and Cowlitz
1 County have implemented a preparedness program which consists of periodic

exercises to evaluate major portions of emergency response capabilities; and
periodic drills to develop and maintain key skills. Deficiencies identified
as a result of drills and exercises have been corrected in a timely
fashion.

N. Radiological Emergency Response Training (Planning Standard 0):,

1. The plans for States and Cowlitz County contain comitments to
<'

,

previt: initi:1 r.d aanual retraining of all individuals assigned a role in !1 their emergency response plans.
l

2. Formal Training.,;

.

a. Members'of the planning staffs for both States and local !q .

l governments have attended the FEMA-sponsored training course in planning,

b. All the members of the Oregon State Health Division and over
| two-thirds of the Washi.1gton State Department of Social and Health Services,
;j who have a field team assignment, have attended the FEMA-sponsored emergency

_|| response course.
t.

!! c. States and some PGE staff, having an assignment to the
accident assessment function, attended the FEMA-sponsored accident assessment

-

Course.
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3. On-the-Job Training.
,

.

; a. Members of both States and local governments nave receivea
initial and followup training in their emergency response assignments and
plans / procedures. -

.

b. Most of the State of Washington's Public Affairs Officers
(28) have attended a 1-day semir.ar in emergency public information which was
arranged and coordinated by the Region.,

.

^

Summary. The States, counties, and licensee have provided training .,

'i to those persons who may be called on to assist in an emergency.

O. Planning Effort IPlanning Standard P):
. e

1. The States and Cowlitz County have assigned responsioility for
plan development, annual reviews, revision, and distribution / update to
appropriate officials within the various departments and agencies.

~

2. The. States and Cowlitz County, Washington, have made cannitments
to frequently update the,yarious telephone numbers in their implementing

~ eprocedures.

i. Summary. The Region and the RAC find that the States, counties, and
licensee have trained their planners; assigned responsibility for development
and revision of plans / procedures; and have provided for the distribution of
emergency plans / procedures.

'

III. Senedule of Corrections
"

There are specific deficiencies noted in Section II (Eval'uation). It is;.

'the opinion of the Region and the RAC that none of these are major deficien-
cies, and that all, with one exception, will be corrected by either the next

. annual exercise (November 1983) or the next update of plans / procedures.
.I
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